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method is the securest way to solve these problems.
Proteinases Inhibitors of various plants are used to control
the proteolysis of nematodes by inhibiting gut Serine
Proteinases. In present work the 3D models of Serine
Proteinases as well as Proteinase Inhibitors generated
using Modeller9v8 and I-Tasser server. These models
were testified using several validation methods including
Procheck, What-IF, ProSA, Errat and Verify-3D. All
predicted structures validation score shows that geometric
quality of the backbone conformation, residue interaction,
residue contact and energy profile of the structure were
well within the limits accomplished for reliable structures.
Protein-Protein interacting surface patches was identified
by PPi-pred. Site specific docking was performed by using

ZDOCK server and backbone refinement of protein
complex was performed in Fiber Dock server. Protein
complexes having minimum energy was again docked in
using Rosetta Dock server. Docking output parameter like
energy score, number of forming Hydrogen bond, Van
der walls interaction, Electrostatic potential etc. inferring
that Serine Proteinase was inhibited by Proteinase
inhibitors. The energy score, electrostatic potential map,
key hotspot residues and hydrogen bonding shows that
some of Serine Proteinase inhibitor was potent inhibitor
in comparison to others. This study has been further
helpful in understanding the mechanism of proteolysis
by inhibition of Serine Proteinase and selecting potent
inhibitor for transgenic plant development.
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Influenza constitutes one of the most important upper
respiratory tract infections regarding morbidity, and
mortality. Influenza A (H1N1) virus is a subtype of
influenza A virus and was the most common cause of
human influenza (flu) in 2009, this new subtype A/
H1N1 is a re-combined virus by human, swine, and
avian influenza viruses with a high transmissible ability
among human beings. Due to high rate of mutations
virus get drug resistance to currently marketed drugs.
Influenza A viruses are categorized into antigenic HA
and NA subtypes: 16 HA (H1–H16) and 9 NA (N1–N9)
antigenic subtypes. This new strain confers resistance
to M2 channel inhibitors Amantadine (AMT) and
Rimantadine (RMT). Fortunately, the neuraminidase
(NA) inhibitors Oseltamivir and Zanamivir are still
effective against the new virus. However, as these drugs
are widely used, neuraminidase has faced a selection
pressure and possible mutants have occurred making
the drug target less effective. Sub-type specific NA

mutations have been found which are resistance to NA
inhibitors, eg. H274Y and N294S has been identified in
N1. In addition, several other neuraminidase mutants
like E119G/A/V/D, R292K and R152K in the N2 and
N9 subtypes have been found which are being found
resistance to Zanamivir. Also Oseltamivir is widely used
to treat the patients infected with pandemic H1N1(2009)
virus, the new influenza strain including H274Y mutation
has been separated in clinical recently which can be the
mode of study using Molecular Docking and binding
energy calculation to study the drug targets in different
mutants. Current work is in the direction of designing
and finding new lead molecules which can inhibit the
virus in wild type and mutants both. Few molecules
has been obtained from the approaches used having
common structures based on the hybridization state that
shows favorable binding with the mutants H274Y and
N294S and with wild type i.e. 2HU4.
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